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BOARD DIRECTORSHIP  
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES 

Providing 20+ years of progressive leadership impact, innovative 
approaches to longstanding challenges within a market that has 
evolved dramatically over the past decade, coupled with comprehensive expertise in XXXXX, John 
Smith is a respected executive, with a track record of success in steering highly complex turnarounds and 
accelerated growth within the U.S. and abroad. Known as a highly collaborative leader, he excels in 
galvanizing stakeholders in a unified vision for execution leveraging the collective intelligence of peers, 
team, and partners to exceed shareholder expectations.   

Over the years, John has successfully led businesses at a scale of $2B and teams over 10,000 in size in 
delivering services to over 100 countries. With a multicultural perspective cultivated from living overseas 
for nine years and leading teams in Europe, Middle East, and Asia, he is adroit in navigating intricate 
reputational, crisis, risk, and nuanced workforce challenges while bringing in the top talent and partners 
needed to transform operations and service delivery both quickly, and sustainably. As a result, his teams 
have aggregately closed and delivered on $12B+ in complex enterprise solutions sales to thousands of 
commercial and government clients worldwide.  

Attaining unprecedented results has been the hallmark of John’s career. As an execution-driven executive 
at XXXXX [NYSE: XXX] for over 15 years, he was repeatedly called on to helm performance 
transformations, avert major crisis, and drive growth across the Americas, APAC, and EMEA, and as 
such, played a pivotal role in contributing to the company’s massive turnaround, resulting in 400%+ 
market capitalization growth.  

While at XXX, he stabilized and turned around an $800 P&L in the XXX region in less than four years, 
reversing a -21% operating margin to +10%. Concurrently, he averted a major reputational crisis, 
reversing negative brand perception to achieve #1 regional IT provider ranking in XXX (out of 64,000 
companies). Under his leadership, ABC’s inaugural foray into the XXXX vertical was an immense 
operational success, receiving a 100% award fee by the XXXX – the first time ever in the history of XX.  

During his tenure, he broadened his board and governance acumen as the elected Chairman of thirteen 
entities across seven countries, completing board governance training in four countries (U.S. and 
EMEA). As a thought leader in talent development, he spearheaded and collaborated with human 
resources and multiple business unit stakeholders across XXXX to integrate a multi-pronged approach to 
talent strategy, resulting in the deployment of a robust company-wide initiative focused on employer 
branding, employee engagement, and leadership succession planning.  

Following departure from XXX, John helmed targeted growth acquisitions for XXXX managed services 
startup XXXX; drove ambitious $1.6B pipeline growth for XXXX startup XXXX; and, closed $2.3B+ in 
new sales for XXXX. While at XXX, as a member of the Benefits Committee, he steered efforts to 
address a major gap in healthcare offerings for XXX employees  (as compared to competitors), and 
played an integral role in driving a new plan targeting next-generation talent healthcare. Prior to joining 
private industry, John held progressive leadership roles at XXXXXX. 

John holds an MBA from XXXX University, a Master of Science in Electrical Engineering from XXXX 
University, a Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering from XXXX, and is an executive leadership 
program graduate at XXX University. For over seven years has been a member of the board at the 
XXXX Association, with election to Chairman in 2017. In 2018, he launched his own consultancy, 
XXXXX, where he provides board advisory to numerous government services startups. John currently 
resides in XXXX metro area.   

 

BOARD GOVERNANCE: 

Chairman, 13 entities across 7 
countries, 4+ years 

Board Governance training in 
4 countries (U.S. & EMEA) 

Chairman, XXX Association 

Benefits Committee, XXXX 

Board Advisor, 7+ Startups 

UNIQUE VALUE: 

Collaborative Leadership 

Billion-Dollar P&L/Growth  

Extensive Governance, Audit, & 
Risk Management Background 

Executive Recruitment, 
Onboarding, & Compensation  

Accelerated, Profitable 
International Expansion  

Government Relations 

Thought Leader in Talent 
Development & Retention  

 


